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In the memory of Dr. Gordon T. Whyburn, our professor and adviser

Abstract. The concepts of "closed set, separation and «-cell"

are generalized to "quasi-closed set, weak separation and locally

cohesive space," respectively. It is then proved that any quasi-

closed set L, which weakly separates two closed subsets A, B in a

locally cohesive TVspace X, contains a closed set K which separates

A-K and B-K in X.

1. Introduction. In this article we complete a sequence of argu-

ments concerning quasi-closed sets that appear in [3 ].

In [3] Whyburn proves the following theorem.

Theorem. Let A and B be disjoint nondegenerate closed and con-

nected sets in a locally cohesive Ti-space X. Any quasi-closed set L

which weakly separates A and B in X contains a closed set K which

separates A—K and B—KinX.

In the "Concluding Remarks" of [3] Whyburn shows that the re-

quirement that A and B be nondegenerate can be deleted. He also

mentions that the condition that A and B be connected can be re-

placed by the requirement that each of them be of dimension >0 at

each point.

In this article we show that A and B can in fact be arbitrary closed

sets. The theorem to this effect appears in §2. We call it the separation

theorem for quasi-closed sets.

We are grateful to Dr. Whyburn for pointing out, in Appendix I of

[4], that the results in the "Concluding Remarks" of [3] are partial

versions of our theorem in §2.

2. We first define the necessary terms. We follow the definitions in

[3], except for two changes. Firstly, our definition of "unicoherence

between two subsets" is weaker than the definition in §5 of [2], on

which the definition of "local cohesiveness" in [3] is based. Secondly,

we define "local cohesiveness" for arbitrary spaces. This means that
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we usually have to include certain separation properties in the state-

ments of our results.

In all the definitions that follow X is an arbitrary topological

space unless otherwise stated.

A set £ in a space X is quasi-closed in X if each point in X — E has a

base of neighbourhoods whose frontiers do not meet E.

Let E and F be two disjoint subsets of a connected space X. We

say that X is unicoherent between E and F if however X is expressed

as the union of two connected closed sets M and N such that M—N

and N — M contain E and F, respectively, MC\N is always connected.

If p is a point of a space X, we say that R is a canonical region about p

in X if R is a connected neighbourhood of p, the frontier Fr R of R is

connected, and R is unicoherent between {p\ and Fr R (or equiv-

alently, in case X is connected, X is unicoherent between {p} and

X—R). A space X is locally cohesive if each of its points has a base of

canonical regions. Notice that a locally cohesive space is locally

connected.

Let E, F and Z be subsets of a space X. We say that Z separates E

and FinX ii X — Lis the union of two sets M and AT which contain E

and F, respectively, and which are separated in X (M and N are

separated in X if Mi~\N= 0 = MCXÑ). We say that Z weakly sep-

arates E and F in X ii no component of X — L meets both E and F.

Notice that we may have EÍ\Fr\L7á0 in this last definition.

Before giving the theorem, we state two simple lemmas. These can

be found as statements in §1 of [3]. They are, in any event, easily

proved on the basis of our definitions.

2.1 Lemma. If R is a canonical region about a point p in a locally

cohesive space X, and K is a closed set in R that separates p and Fr R in

R, then there is a canonical region S about p such that SER and

Fr SEK.

2.2 Lemma. If L is a quasi-closed set in a locally cohesive regular

space X, then each point of X — L has a base of canonical regions whose

frontiers do not meet L.

2.3 Theorem. Let A and B be closed sets in a locally cohesive regular

Ti-space X. Any quasi-closed set L which weakly separates A and B in X

contains a closed set K which separates A—K and B—K in X.

Proof. We notice that we may suppose without loss of generality

that X is connected, for on the one hand the restriction of Z to a com-

ponent of X is quasi-closed, and on the other hand the union of a
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collection of closed sets, each contained in a component of X, is

closed. Thus we shall suppose that X is connected.

We first consider the case of a point pEA —L which lies in a non-

degenerate component Hp of X — L, and we show that there is a

region Gp about p which does not meet B and for which Fr GVEHP

r\L.
First notice that HP — HPEL; for if xEHp — L, then HP\J [x\ is a

connected set in X—L and so is contained in HP. Now let V be the

union of all the components of X — Hp that meet B. Then Fr V(~\HP

= 0. For let xEHp and let R be a canonical region about x which

neither meets B nor contains Hv (Hp is nondegenerate and X is a 7V

space) and whose boundary Fr R does not meet L. Then Hp meets

both R and its complement and so contains Fr R. However, each

component of V meets X — R but not Fr R, and so does not meet R.

Consequently F does not meet R and x(£Fr V. Thus Fr VEHP — HP.

Thus X— (V\J(Bf~\HP)) is a neighbourhood of p which does not meet

B and whose frontier is contained in HPC\L. If we let GP be the com-

ponent of X — ( VU(B(~\ HP) ) that contains p, then GP is a region about

p which does not meet B and for which Fr GPEHPC\L.

Now we consider the case of a point pEA—L which lies in a

degenerate component oi X — L, and we show that there is a region

Gp about p whose closure does not meet B and whose boundary is a

connected subset of L.

Let R be a canonical region about p whose complement is non-

degenerate and contains B and such that Fr RC\L = 0. Then LC\R is

a quasi-closed set, and we assert that it weakly separates the closed

sets \p] and X—R. For let H be the component of X — LC\R that

contains the connected closed set X — R. Then HC\R is connected, be-

cause it is a closed subset of H which contains the connected set

Fr R. It follows that p cannot belong to H, because if it did \p\

KJ(HC\R) would be a nondegenerate connected subset of X—L,

contradicting the assumption that p lies in a degenerate component of

X—L. Since H is nondegenerate, there is by the second paragraph of

this proof a region G which contains H and does not meet the closed

set {p}, and whose boundary lies in L(~\R. Let Gp be the component

of X — G that contains p. Then Fr Gp is connected. For X = GP

\J(X — GP), where Gp and X — Gp are two connected closed subsets of

X such that \p]r\(X-Gp) =0 and (X-R)f\Gp = 0. Therefore,
since R is a canonical region about p, Fr Gp = GpC\(X — Gp)r\R is

connected. That is, GP is a region about p whose closure does not

meet B and whose boundary is a connected subset of L.
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We shall suppose hereafter that B is nondegenerate for if B is

degenerate we can prove the theorem by interchanging the letters

"A" and "B" in the second and fourth paragraphs of the proof when

BEX — L, and by removing the set B from X when BEL.

Now we show that Fr U GPEL, the union being taken over all

points pEA—L. Suppose that ¡cG(Fr \JGP)—L. Then xEA, so

there is a canonical region R about x such that RC\A = 0, R^\)B and

Fr RC\L = 0. Then Gp meets R for some pEA —Z, and consequently

Fr Gp meets R, because R is connected and not contained in Gp. It

follows that p cannot lie in a degenerate component of X — L, for in

this case Fr Gp is a connected subset of Z and so is contained in R.

Thus, since X—R is a connected set in the complement of Fr Gp

which meets B, Fr GP separates not only p and B but also p and X — R.

That is, pER, which is false because RC\A = 0. So p lies in a non-

degenerate component Hp of X—L. Further, since Fr GPEHP, Hp

meets both R and its complement, and so meets and contains Fr R.

However xEGP, so there is a point qEA—L such that Gq meets

R — Gp, and, as before, q lies in a nondegenerate component Hq of

X — L which contains Fr R. But this implies that Hpr\Hq9£0, and

so Hp = Hq. Consequently Gp = Gq, by construction, which is a con-

tradiction.

Let K=(Fr U GV)KJ(A— U Gp), the union again being taken over

all pEA —L. Then K is a subset of Z which is closed in X, and it

separates A—K and B—KinX.

3. In conclusion we wish to point out the relation between certain

results in [l ] and [4] and Theorem 2.3 above.

In Appendix I of [4] the proof of (2.3) is broken into three steps:

(A) Theorem 1, p. 58;

(B) Theorem 2, p. 59;

(C) Separation theorem, p. 61.

It is shown in [4] that (A) and (B) imply (C), which is our The-

orem 2.3. It will be noticed that it also follows immediately that (C)

implies (A) and (B).

We shall use the following notation in discussing the results of [l ].

We shall denote by X a locally cohesive regular Fi-space; by Z a

quasi-closed set in X; by G the set X — Z; by g the decomposition of G

into its components and by p the natural projection from G onto the

decomposition space G/g. For each subset A of X, we shall denote by

Ha the union of components of G which meet A, and finally, for each

subset C of G, C~ will stand for the closure of C in the subspace G;

that is, C~ = Cr\G.
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Observe that two subsets A, B of X are weakly separated by L if

and only if HAC\HA = 0.

The following results are proved in [l ] :

(D) If A and B are subsets of X, then there is a closed set KEL

separating A — L and B—Lii and only if HA and HB are weakly sep-

arated by L.

(R) For each closed subset A of X, HA = HAf~\G.

Proof of (R). Assume xEGC\(HA—HA). Then xEA and thus

there is a canonical region U about x such that Fr UEG and UC\A

= 0. Hence Ur^Aa 7^0, where Aa is a component of G in HA. Notice

(X- U)C\Aa^0, for AaC\A ^0and UT\A =0. Therefore Aa meets

and contains Fr U. Observe that xG^4<< so that there is a canonical

region U' about x such that U'EU and U'i^Aa = 0. Since xEHA,

U'C\Aa'ya0 for some component Aa> of G in HA. Evidently UC\Aa'

^Q, so as before we get Fr UEAa', a contradiction.

We can now prove the following two theorems with the help of our

Theorem 2.3 and remark (R). Theorem (D) is a consequence of 3.2

below.

3.1. The following three properties are equivalent (A and B are

subsets of X) :

(1) A and B are weakly separated by L.

(2) HA and //g are weakly separated by L.

(3) There exists a closed set KEL separating A— K and B—K.

Also,

3.2. The following three properties are equivalent:

(4) (AC\G)~ and (Bt~\G)~ are weakly separated by L.

(5) HA and HB are weakly separated by L.

(6) There exists a closed set KEL separating A —L and B—L.

Proof of 3.1. The equivalence of (1) and (2) is obvious. The im-

plication (1)=>(3) is a consequence of our Theorem 2.3 (and indeed,

it is equivalent to 2.3, as will be observed below). In order to show

that (3)=>(1), we notice that (3) is equivalent to this proposition:

(3)' There exist disjoint open sets V„, Vb such that A(~\Vb = Bf~\Va

= 0and GEVaVJVb.
Thus (3) can be replaced by:

(3)" There exists a closed set KEL separating A —K and B — K.

Now the implication (3)"=>(1) follows directly from the definition

of separating and weak separating.

Proof of 3.2. To prove the equivalence of (4) and (5), we use (R).

Indeed, (R) tells us that the decomposition g of G is upper semicon-

tinuous or, equivalently,  that the mapping p:G=$G/Q is closed.
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Therefore

BsA = p-'[p(H~A)] = p~l[p(HÁ)-] = p-i[p(AC\G)-]

= p~lp[(A n G)~] = Huno)-.

Similarly, Zr^B = Zf(ßnc)-, so that (4)<=>(5).

To prove (4)=>(6), we obtain from 3.1 a closed set KEL separating

(AC\G)~ — K and (BC\G)~ — K, and since these sets contain ylOG and

BC\G respectively, K separates AC\G and BC\G. Finally, the impli-

cation (6)=>(4) is proved in the same way as (3)=>(1).
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